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Beyond the potential of new layers of urban infrastructure – sensor-laden networks, big data, 
artificial intelligence – to optimize cities functionally, lay promising opportunities to also use 
these technologies for new forms of social interactions. In an ongoing smart city development 
project, we explore the potential of distributed conversational speech interfaces in the social 
context of local urban communities. 

Speech interactions are often associated with virtual assistants and smart home devices [3], 
designed primarily for private contexts. A less developed domain is speech interfaces in public 
contexts [1]. In our research we explore the potential of speech interfaces in lampposts [2]. With 
a network of talking lampposts, citizens may find new channels to interact with the municipality – 
e.g., to report problems in the neighborhood or suggest ideas for city development – and to 
develop new social initiatives. 

Using a rudimentary prototype, we explore and investigate scenarios for dialogues between 
citizens and lampposts. The dialogues are designed to investigate the boundaries of desirable 
and acceptable experiences, with progressively more intrusive discourse from the part of the 
lamppost. Citizens engaging in this experiment are stimulated to envision potential use cases and 
reflect on privacy issues. This also elicits thoughts on possible consequences in the social context 
of citizens: some participants were concerned about being perceived as informants by other 
residents, while others like the lamppost to help find new contacts in the neighborhood. 

During the conference, we will engage the audience in live experiments on stage and in 
subsequent co-design activities with all participants, to uncover challenges, opportunities, and 
dilemmas for the introduction of speech interactions in public spaces. 
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